
Empower to create a future of abundance for all
An ecosystem to brew AI-enabled ExOs to meet SDGs & 

expand the AI conversations beyond technical feasibility



Hello!





Challenges

● AI cool jobs are not social related ones

(~ centuries )

● One big bucket for AI for good

● Scarcity of talent  to follow through on vision

● AI for good cannot be for good unless there is 

more transparency and better planning 



      How do we want to leverage the abundance 
  which technology creates 



Urgency for social change & little progress

● Lot of social NON-SENSE & 

unsustainable development

● Progress on World’s TO DO list is 

very limited

● Social breakthrough impact and 

business can go hand in hand (12 

trillion USD)
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42 people in this world hold the 
same wealth as 3.7bn people  





Steering away 
humanity from 
dystopian 
futures



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LpaLgF1uLB8


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QVU6ANI059M


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H_EJXcqDMEU


Creative playgrounds

Ecosystem combining
ExO thinking + AI + Humanity’s challenges



“Data Science and Artificial 
Intelligence skills will become 
commodities, like math, but 
how they are used will not” 

Luciana Ledesma



Empower to create a future of abundance for all
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A study of thriving organisations with exponential growth

https://exponentialorgs.com
https://www.exponentialtransformationbook.com

https://exponentialorgs.com
https://www.exponentialtransformationbook.com


A model based on Abundance & Meaning



Access to people, tools & mindset for breakthroughs 





Final pitch (TBC)
July 20, New York

Current software tools for air quality, 
mobility, citizen engagement, etc



1. Offering 
advanced ML 
applications to 
rapidly progress to 
SDGs
There is no reason to reinvent the wheel. 

We can go far if we go together.



Real-time analysis & predictions 
for smarter decisions



For citizens (kindergardens & parents)



Pilot to shift mobility choices using 
personalized recommendations (Melbourne)



Swae is an intelligent 
decision-making platform 
combining anonymity, 
artificial and collective 
intelligence to help 
organizations transform 
themselves by raising the 
inclusivity, quality, and 
intelligence of decisions. 



AI-supported crowdsourced innovation process 



2. 

We are building & 
curating open source 
code that societies 
need for making 
social breakthroughs
There is no reason to reinvent the wheel. We 

can go far if we go together.



Spot breakthroughs for SDGs 
& mark them on a map



Sprints to build ExOs for SDGs 
Replace Poverty with Prosperity
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Charlotte Wieder

Telina Reil

Fernando Cruz
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Team # 3

Francisco Rodriguez

Francisco Alomía

Kim Ricaurte

Kai Netthoefel

Sebastian Yerovi



Henrik Bo Larsen Younis Hijazi Karina Besprosvan

ExO Coaches

POWERED BY 



Advisor & Speaker
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For joining as our Advisor

Machine Intelligence engineer, and tech philosopher who grow up in Northern 

Ireland. She helped to develop pioneering Machine Vision techniques at her 

company Poikos (now QuantaCorp), which enables fast and accurate body 

measurement from two photos. Later she decided to teach these techniques to 

others, as author of Machine Intelligence coursebooks for O'Reilly Media. Nell 

serves as Vice-Chairman of the IEEE P7001 Committee creating new safety 

standards for autonomous systems, and Chair of Transparency Experts Focus 

Group at the  IEEE Standards Association Ethics Certification Programme. She is 

also the Co-Founder and Chairman of EthicsNet.org, a community teaching 

pro-social behaviors to machines.She serves as a Senior Scientific Advisor to The 

Future Society at Harvard, and holds Fellowships with the British Computing 

Society, and Royal Statistical Society, among others.

 



Global community

POWERED BY 



Partners



“Never doubt that a small group of 
thoughtful,  committed citizens can 
change the world:  indeed, it’s the 
only thing that ever has.” 
                                   – Margaret Mead



Change the 
Way Society 
Changes

Build AI-enabled ExOs that 
transform society & create one 
of abundance for all



4. Street art competition
What does it mean to be human in the XXI century?



“We are investing in CREATING 
the future because just investing 
in the future is out of date”

Luciana Ledesma



“The only risk is not to take any 
risk”

Salim Ismail



Join us! Thank you
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luciana@aidragons.com



Empower to create an abundant future for all
Thank you!


